Sun in Aquarius/Moon in Pisces:
True Believer
You are a very kind and helpful person and are able to identify and sympathize with
almost everybody. Your innocent soul is humble, generous, and sensitive. You know
the difference between right and wrong because you have an innate sense of integrity
and wisdom. But your spirituality is not always synchronized with pragmatic common
sense. You have no cunning or shrewdness and are completely trusting. Your faith in
other is total and you would be eaten alive if other people were not so kind to you.
Fortunately people never fail to respond in a positive way to your innocence. There is
a dreamy look that Aquarius- Pisceans have and it seems they have just woken up
and do not know where they are. This approach is used in everything, as though
existence is carried on in several dimensions. If you see the entire world at once you
get mixed up because you cannot really separate the parts. It is possible a religious
path might be for you because you are quite spiritual. Some Aquarius-Pisceans are
even drawn to the monastic life. Furthermore, you may be especially tuned in to the
occult and the mysterious. More mainstream people find this quite odd about you. Sri
Rama Krishna, the founder of the Vedanta Society, represents a very evolved
Aquarius-Pisces. Your imagination is strong and you have a very visual mental
framework. Given the right motivation and teaching, you might be an artist or other
creative entrepreneur. However you must acquire some direction and discipline from
others to be successful. Without this you are a ship with no rudder to guide you to
your destination. You are a sponge for the stress or feelings around your environment.
That is a strong influence on you. Meditating, reading or listening to music from time to
time is good for you. However you must be careful that isolation does not take you
away from involvement with others. High technology or heavy competition is not suited
for you as a career. Involve yourself in a profession where you can use your
compassionate and humanitarian feelings. Or perhaps think in terms of using your
powerful clairvoyant skills. Because of your detached character, people might think
that you are uncaring. Aquarian detachment may lead others to believe that you are
not very sensitive, but the opposite is actually true.

